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Feed: Consumption
and growth

Bird weigher: Weighing,
animal size and growth

Audio: Behavior and welfare
(disease, stress)

Camera technology: Weighing, 
uniformity, growth and behavior 

House climate:
Trends and stability

Water: Consumption, growth
and quality
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About Scio+

Scio+ is a Danish data-driven company 
developing solutions for the food pro-
duction sector. These solutions provide 
farm production insights by applying 
data science techniques to production 
and behavioral data to create production 
value. Insights from this analysis is pro-
vided to customers via easy-to-use inter-
faces. As a company the focus is on accu-
racy and data security.

Scio+ is collaborating with broiler 
experts at Big Dutchman, SKOV and 
DOL Sensors as well as with leading 
experts (e.g. animal producers, compa-
nies, researchers) around the world, to 
create data driven insights to optimize 
the entire production chain.

Data Collection

R&D at Scio+ focus on the next genera-
tion data solutions for the food produc-
tion industry. The approach is to identify, 
combine and utilize data-derived knowl-
edge from existing and new sensor tech-
nologies. Key information on production, 
animal behaviors and the rearing envi-
ronment are collected. The focus is pri-
marily on multi applicable and non-inva-
sive sensors, resulting in minimal distur-
bances to the production.

Scio+ aim to directly and indirectly detect 
deviations and abnormalities in the bio-
logical processes that influence the pro-
duction value. This is based on algo-
rithms embedded in systems that process 
real-time sensor data to provide decision 
support for meaningful actions to optimize 
production or manage suboptimal situ-
ations. Additionally, data from existing 
farm equipment is used, such as climate 
information (e.g. temperature, humidity 
and air quality (CO2 and NH3)) and feed/
water consumption. This data is com-
bined with advanced analyses of water 
quality, audio, image and video data. 

Scio+ work to identify key parame-
ters influencing production and create 
timely alarms and prediction of future 
events. Integration of predictions as well 

Data science at Scio+ drives 
animal production towards the 
future

Mikkel Boel is a data 
scientist at Scio+ R&D 
working on future 
applications. He is a 
trained biologist with 
a background in the 
field of functional 
ecology and behavioral 
physiology. He has 
previously worked with 

quantifying animal behaviors using sensor 
data to identify factors related to ecology, 
physiology, and production. Throughout 
his career, he has worked with developing 
predictive algorithms for decision support and 
reduce costs of labor. 

Mikkel Boel

as access to real-time decision support 
in a feedback loop to the pro-
ducer generates high value in 
production (see Figure 1). 
With respect to obtaining 
a product that must live 
up to specific require-
ments, e.g. weight 
forecasting (to meet 
a target weight 
with a certain uni-
formity); identify-
ing issues ahead 
of time, e.g. cli-
mate and feed/water 
issues (suboptimal/
toxic levels or insta-
bility); and behavioral 
indicators, e.g. indica-
tion of animal wellbeing, 
disease and stress. 

Issues in both the growing envi-
ronment and how animals thrive are 

reflected in the animal behavior. Hence, 
looking at both climate data and behavior 
data from the birds, provide both direct 
and indirect information that can be uti-
lized in analyses. Linking such informa-
tion to actual slaughter data, enables us 

to identify issues that has the highest 
value and influence on the final product.

Scio+ are creating novel solutions that 
visualize animal status and identify fac-
tors that influences both animal wel-
fare and production. This is achieved by 
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taking enriched data sources into con-
sideration, combining traditional statis-
tics and machine learning techniques 
with image, video, and audio data as well 
as water quality data obtained from sen-
sors installed at selected farms. These 
new solutions will provide farmers with 
valuable insights and support their deci-

sion making with regards to evaluation 
and improvement of their production (see 
examples in Figure 2).

Scio+ strive to develop and bring next-
generation technology into the food pro-
duction industry through a science driven 
approach. The goal is to deliver intelli-
gent data-driven tools that will address 

critical issues; consequently, increasing 
precision in achieving production goals 
and profit. 

Scio+ and Mikkel Boel will exhibit at VIV Asia 
from March 13-15, 2019 Bangkok, Thailand – 
booth H099.3560
Mikkel Boel mikkel.boel@scioplus.com
Visit us at http://www.scioplus.com

Endotoxins arE rElEasEd during thE 
replication or lysis of bacteria. In healthy 
animals, the gut acts as a barrier to endo-
toxins entering the blood. Yet in times of 
environmental, nutritional or metabolic 
stress, gut permeability can increase, 
allowing endotoxins to enter the blood 
stream, weakening the immune sys-
tem and impairing animal performance. 
Mycofix® included in the diet can combat 
the negative impact of endotoxins.

Are you managing your endotoxin risk?
Siyeong Choi - Regional 
Technical Sales Manager 
Swine and Michele 
Muccio - Product Manager 
Mycofix®

Siyeong Choi Michele Muccio
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